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INTRODUCTION 
Due to Jacobson’s structure theorem of primitive rings with non-zero 
socle, it is natural to focus attention on studying the structure of complete 
rings of continuous linear transformations in a vector space over a division 
ring. But up to now we have not had any information on the structures of 
this type of rings. In this paper we first introduce the notion of v-normal 
primitive rings (Definition 1.3) which extends the notion of normal 
primitive rings [4]; then we establish the structure theorem (see 
Theorem 1.1) for v-normal primitive rings; which determines the structure 
of the complete v-normal primitive ring of continuous linear transfor- 
mations in vector space. In addition, we introduce the concept of the 
v-simple ring, which extends the notion of usual simple ring, that is, a ring 
R is called v-simple if and only if all ideals 3. of R can be ordered in a chain 
(0) $ %I gi . . . g ‘Z& $ . . $ c!& = R. Under certain conditions we can 
determine the structure of v-simple rings, which particularly coincides with 
the usual structure of simple rings with minimal one-sided ideals. These 
main results are stated in the first section. 
In the second section we apply these notions and results to generalize the 
Utimi-Faith theorem [3] into infinite matrix-ring form. In order to do 
this, we first introduce the concept of the generalized right Goldie ring with 
right infinite Goldie dimension. We say that a ring R is called a generalized 
right Goldie prime ring with Goldie dimension N if R has a right quotient 
ring which is complete normal primitive ring with rank N (see 
Definition 3.1). After this preliminary we establish the following theorem 
(see Theorem 2.1): A ring R is a generalized right Goldie prime ring with 
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right Goldie dimension N if and only if R is ring-isomorphic with a ring R’ 
such that Nor D, E R’ c Nor K,, where D is a right order of a division 
ring K, Nor K, denotes the matrix ring of all matrices over K with finite 
row and column and the N is the cardinal number of the index set Z’. It is 
clear that the Utimi-Faith theorem is a special case. For the generalized 
right and left Goldie prime ring we have similar results (see Theorem 2.2) 
but D is both right and left order of K. 
In the third section we generalize some well-known theorems [ 1, 21. We 
establish the following theorem: Let Q be the complete ring of linear 
transformations in vector space over a division ring F, and let 
M= {o E 52 1 rank o < K,,}. Suppose that card M< N,,; then the ring S 
generated by the set M can be imbedded into an Ix Z-matrix ring over F, 
where Card I< N,. Then Lotiffs theorem [2] and other well-known 
theorems [ 1 ] follow as consequences of our theorem. 
1. STRUCTURE OF COMPLETE V-NORMAL PRIMITIVE RINGS 
For the sake of reference let us repeat some terminologies. 
Let R be a primitive ring and W be its faithful irreducible module. Let F 
be the centralizer of R-module W. Then 9JI can be expressed a vector space 
over division ring F, i.e., YJI = Cit,- Fui. For the sake of convenience, we 
say that ‘$I is an underlying space of R. 
We say that a primitive ring R is K,,-fold transitive if and only if, for any 
set of linearly independent vectors {x, }, t, of ‘9JI (an underlying space of R) 
and any set { yi}iEl of ‘3X with Card I< N,, there exists an element re R 
such that xir = yi for all i E I. If v = 0 we say that R is finite-fold transitive. 
Let R be a primitive ring; an ideal 53” of R is called a v-socle if and only if 
%,, is the set of all elements of R with rank N,,, and 93” is K,-fold transitive in 
an underlying space 9.X of R. 
Let YJI = Citl. Fuj be a vector space over a division ring F, and let 52 be 
the complete ring of linear transformations of (m. Let (Elf ie ,- be a subset 
of Q which satisfies the following condition: uiEi= ui, u,E, = 0 for i#j, 
i,j~Z. Then we say that {Ei}icr is the corresponding basis to a basis 
{%licT of 9JL 
From now on we say that a subset { Ei} is r of R is a corresponding basis 
of R if there exists a basis {u,} ie r of 9.X (an underlying space of R) such 
that {Ei)i,r is the corresponding basis to { uj} ie ,-. 
DEFINITION 1.1 Let 52 be the complete ring of linear transformations of 
vector space ‘3JI. An idempotent 1 of R is called { Ei} ie ,--kind idempotent if 
and only if ( Ei} is r is a corresponding basis in Q and there exists a subset I
of Zsuch that E,l=IE,=E, for all iEZ, E,I=lE,=O for all jeT-I. 
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DEFINITION 1.2. L,, is called the {E,} iG ,-kind complete set of {E,} it r- 
kind idempotents with rank <N,, if and only if L,, is the set of all {E,}i, I‘- 
kind idempotents elements of 52 with rank ~8,. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let R be a primitive ring with v-socle ?&. Then R is 
called v-normal primitive with rank K if and only if there exists a 
corresponding basis { Ei j, t ,- in R such that the cardinal number of {E;},, ,. 
denoted by I{ Eil it- J = K and the v-socle !gV = C,f L,, IR = Clt t., RI, where 
L,, is the {E,},, r -kind complete set of {E,},Cr-kind idempotents with rank 
<x,,. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let R be a v-normal primitive ring. Let A and A’ be 
minimal right and left ideal of R, respectively. Then the complete ring of 
continuous linear transformations of space A = C,, ,. KU,, topologized by 
A’-topology, is called a complete v-normal primitive ring of R denoted by 
P(A, A’) [S]. 
Remark. From [S] we know that SY(A, A’) is the set 
{ (oEQ(wA c A’}, where SL is the complete ring of linear transformations 
of space A=C,ErK~,. 
DEFINITION 1.5. A matrix (a,j)rX,. over a ring K is called v-normal if 
and only if every row has at most a finite number of non-zero entries, and 
the cardinal number of the set of all non-zero entries of every column is 
smaller than H,,. 
A matrix ring is called v-normal if and only if every one of its elements is 
a v-normal matrix. 
A matrix ring M over K is called H-order if and only if there exists an 
index set I with 111 = K such that any element of A4 is in the form (a,),,,, 
a,/ E K. 
A matrix ring M over K with K-order is called a complete v-normal 
matrix ring if and only if M is a v-normal matrix and every v-normal 
matrix with X-order over K is an element of M. 
After all these preliminaries we can now formulate our main theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1 (Structure Theorem). Let ‘93 = C,, r FM, he a vector space 
over a division ring F and let Q he the complete ring of linear transformations 
of YJ. Then all complete v-normal primitive rings of continuous linear trans- 
formutions of VJ are isomorphic and are all isomorphic with a complete 
\j-normal matrix ring over F b$‘ith IlJ-order. In addition, every complete 
II-normal primitive ring of continuous linear transformations of Yll is exact14 
K,.+bld transitive. 
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Proof. (I) Let 9 be a complete v-normal primitive ring of continuous 
linear transformations; then by Definition 1.4 there exists a v-normal 
primitive ring R such that 9 = P’(A, A’), where A and A’ are minimal 
right and left ideals of R. Denote by 9-J,, the v-socle of R; by Definition 1.3, 
% = C/e L,, 1R = C,e L, RI. We prove first that 9” is also a v-socle of 2’; this 
means that 9” is an ideal of 2’. In fact, since rank 1~ N, and ~9~ is K.-fold 
transitive, it is easy to see that 19JV = IR = fS2, where Q, as before, is the com- 
plete ring of linear transformations of vector space A = xi, r Kcc, (see [S]). 
Thus it is enough to show that 9” is a left ideal of 2’. By Definition 1.3 
there exists a corresponding basis {Ei},,r in R to a basis {cY~}~~,- of space 
A; this means that a,Ei=a,, cciEi=O for all j#i, i,j#r (see [S]). Let 
r E 2’; then r corresponds a matrix (k,),,, under the basis (Cli}iEr of A. 
We prove that the cardinal number of the set of non-zero entries of every 
column of (k,,),,, is smaller than K,,. If this were not true, for example, 
the tth column would have the cardinal number >N,, then the matrix 
(kij),x r corresponding to the element rE,, where E, E {E,},,r, under the 
fixed basis {a,),.,., would have only one non-zero column, that is, the tth 
column, and the cardinal number of the set of non-zero entries of the tth 
column of (k:,),,, would be >K,,. On the other hand, A’ is the minimal 
left ideal of R and A’ = RE = $E; since rE, E Y = 9(A, A’) we have 
rE,A’s A’. By [.5] we know that if we denote A, = E,R, A’, = RE,, then 
6p(A,, A’, ) = T’(A, A’) = 9’. Therefore, without loss of generality we may 
assume that E= E,. Then from rE,A’ CE A’ it follows that 
rE, E q, = IL, L, ~2 = L L,, RI. From the structure form of CC?,, it is easy to 
check that the cardinal number of the set of non-zero entries of every 
column of the matrix corresponded by any element of 9” is smaller than K,, 
under the fixed basis { c(,},, - of space A. This contradicts the property of 
rE,. 
In order to prove that 29” is an ideal of 2, it is enough to show that for 
any r E d;p and 1~ L,, rlE 9”:. We always start with the fixed basis { ai}iaT of 
space A = CIBr Kcri. Since the cardinal number of the set of non-zero 
entries of every column of the matrix corresponding to r E 2 is < Nt, under 
the basis {tli}rsr and since the rank I < N,, it is clear that the cardinal 
number of the set A4 
M= {a,d#O} for the basis {cli}isr 
is <NV. This shows that there exists a subset Z of Z with )I( < K, such that 
ctirl # 0 for all iGZ 
air1 = 0 forall jEZ-Z. 
(1.1) 
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Therefore we can find an element 1’ EL, such that ai/’ = cl; for all in Z, 
x,Z’ = 0 for all j E Z-- I. Then there is an element w E Q such that 
uio = air1 for all ic I 
c!,w=o forall jEZ-Z. 
It follows that rl= Z’UEZ’Q c9$,. This shows that 9,, is an ideal of 
Lit? = Y(A, A’). 
(II) The above result shows that to each element of 9(A, A’) = Y 
there corresponds a v-normal matrix over K under the basis {LX~}~~~ of 
space A. Conversely, to each v-normal matrix over K there corresponds an 
element OESZ under the basis (c(;};~~; we want to show that 
w E Y(A, A’) = 9. Because of the property of v-normal matrix for each 
1 EL, there exists a subset I, of Z with (I,( <N, such that cl,oZ#O for all 
i E I,, c(,wZ = 0 for all Jo Z- Z,. Hence there exists an element r E R such 
that air = c(~oI for all iE I,. On the other hand, there is an element I’ E L,, 
such that ail’ = ar for all i E Z, and ail’ = 0, for all j E r- I,. This shows that 
I’r = 01 E I’R, hence olR c I’R. Since gY = C,E =, IR, it follows that w%~ G YY. 
But A’ = %“.E, hence WA’ G A’. We have shown that w E Y(A, A’) = 9. 
(III) Let Y’ be another complete v-normal primitive ring of continuous 
linear transformations; then by Definition 1.4 there exists a v-normal 
primitive ring R’ such that 9 = Y(B, B’), where B and B’ are minimal 
right and left ideals of R’. By Definition 1.3 there exists a basis {E~}jGr 
corresponding to a basis { ai} ,E ,- of space B = xi, r K/3, over division K’, 
then we obtain from Definition 1.2 the {E:},, .-kind complete set of 
{ El},,,-kind idempotents with rank <K,, denoted by Lb. Then the socle 
of R’ is ??i, = Cr E L’, R’l’. We can proceed in the same manner, as (I) and 
(II) show that 2’ is ring isomorphic with a complete v-normal matrix ring 
over K’. Since Kr K’, 9’ is ring isomorphic with 9. 
This completes the proof of the first part of the theorem. 
(IV) Finally, we show that 6p = T(A, A’), as (I) is at most N,,-fold 
transitive. It is easily checked. Suppose that 9 is N,,, ,-fold transitive; then 
there exists a subset Z of r with 111 = N,, A = CiE r Kcci such that there is 
w E .Y = P’(A, A’) such that cliw = a, for all ie I. Then oE, E A’, where 
El lZ iEi)iEr) the corresponding basis to basis {~l~}~~~. Since A’ c ‘?&:, the 
cardinal number of the set of non-zero entries of any column of the matrix 
corresponding to wE, is <N,; on the other hand, from a,oE, = u1 for all 
i E Z with 111 = N, it follows that there is a cardinal number of a set of non- 
zero entries of ith column of the matrix corresponding to oE, equal to N,,. 
This shows that 9 = Y(A, A’) is at most &-fold transitive. 
We complete the proof of the theorem. 
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COROLLARY. Let R be u v-normal primitive ring and 2(A, A’) be a com- 
plete v-normal primitive ring of R. Denote by Y,, the v-socle of R. Then 9,. is 
also the v-socle of Y(A, A’). 
Proof1 As in the proof of part (I) of the proof of Theorem 1.1, +9,, is an 
ideal of Y(A, A’). Since Y,, is K,,-fold transitive, 9, is a v-socle of Y(A, A’). 
Remark 1. If v is a non-limit ordinal number, then v- 1 exists. In this 
case Definitions 1.2 and 1.3 can be simplified as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.2’. Lz is called an {E;}, E ,--kind complete set of {E, 3, E ,.- 
kind idempotents with rank =K,.-- r if and only if L,? is the set of all 
(EL- -kind idempotent elements of D with rank = N,, , . 
DEFINITION 1.3’. Let R be a primitive ring with v-socle 9,,; then R is 
called v-normal primitive with rank N: if and only if there exists a 
corresponding basis {E;} I E ,- in R such that the cardinal number of 
{E,),tr= K and the v-socle Y,, = XI,,: IR = C,CL: RI, where Lf is in the 
sense of Definition 1.2’. 
Remark 2. If v = 0, then the concept of O-normal primitive ring coin- 
cides with the concept of normal primitive ring defined in [ 11. Then it is 
clear that the theorem coincides with Theorem 1.6 in [l]. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let R be a primitive ring with K,-fold transitivity; then 
R is v-normal if and only if Clt L,, RI = z,E L,, IR, where L, is an {Ei}i,r- 
kind complete set of { Ei}i, ,--kind idempotents with rank <K,.. 
Proof Necessity. If R is a primitive ring and v-normal, then R has 
v-socle %,, = CIELr RI = CItL, 1R. Sufficiency. Since R is K.-fold trans- 
itive, it is clear that 1R = 152 for every 1 E L,,. Hence the corresponding basis 
{Ei),,r c R. By Definition 1.3 it is sufhcient to show that CltL, RI = 
c /EL, 1R is NV-fold transitive. Let {x,} iE, with 111 < K,, be linearly indepen- 
dent vectors of space A = Cit r Kai and (E,} iE r the corresponding basis to 
{a,lrEr. Let 1~~)~~~ b e any vectors of A. It is easy to see that there exists 
an element 1~ L, such that xi1 = x,, yil = yi for all is I. Since 152 = lR, 
x,lr= y,, lrEC,,L,lR. 
From Proposition 1 .l we can obtain a definition equivalent to 
Definition 1.3. 
DEFINITION 1.6. A primitive ring R is called v-normal if and only if R is 
K,,-fold transitive and x,E L, 1R = C,= L, RI, where L,, is an (E,},.r-kind 
complete set of {E,},.,.-kind idempotents with rank <Et,, (see 
Definition 1.2). 
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Definition 1.6 implies the concept of normal primitive ring. 
A primitive ring R is called normal if and only if R is finite-fold transitive 
and CitI.E,R=C,Gr RE, (see [S]). 
DEFINITION 1.7. A ring R is called v-simple if and only if all ideals ‘3, of 
R can be ordered in a chain (0) $ FJO s . . . s Yz 5 . . 5 y. = R. 
DEFINITION 1.8. Let R be a v-simple ring with a non-nilpotent socle. A 
set z, of idempotent elements of F& is called an idempotent set with a-basis 
2; E 1, if and only if (i) x is a non-limit ordinal number, (ii) l;l’, = I’, I; = 0 
for I’, # 1; E E;, and dim 9,,1’ = K, , for 1’ E I;, and (iii) for any element I of 
l, there exists a subset Sk of 2; with Card S; < dim go1 for 1’ E 2; such 
that 1s’ = s’l= s’ for all s’ E Sk, Is” = s”l= 0 for all s” EL; - Sk, and 
~J = I,,, E s; q)s’. 
DEFINITION 1.9. A v-simple ring R is called normal if and only if R has 
a non-nilpotent socle, and for every non-limit ordinal number a d v (a = v if 
v is a nonlimit ordinal) there exists an idempotent set J?, with a-basis z; 
such that %, = C,E~, RI=~,,LJR, and for z<p, l;l;,=IDl:=r:, or 
l:lg = lil: = 0, where IX E L”:, 1; E L;, and L: (resp. z;,) is an cc-basis of J?; 
(rev. L,,). 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let R be a v-simple normal ring, then 99” is a simple 
normal primitive ring. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that there exists a set {Ei} of orthogonal 
idempotents of R such that %0 = C E,R = C RE,, RE, all are minimal left 
ideals of R. To do this we start with a minimal right ideal A = ER of R. 
Then, as we know, A = CiE r Kcc; can be extended as a vector space over 
division ring K = EQE. Denote by Q the complete ring of linear transfor- 
mation of A. It is clear that A = goK, g0 = RA. Denote by 1; a O-basis of J?, 
(see Definition 1.8) and let EE&. Since dim 9,s is finite, dim AE is finite. 
Therefore A = Ac@A(l --E), A&=C;!=, Ku;, A(1 -c)=C,~~~,~ ,,,,,, tI Ku,. 
Denote by (e,),tr the corresponding basis to basis { u,},~~. It is easy to 
checkthats=e,+ . ..+e..Hence~R=eiR+ . ..+e.R.Lets‘beanother 
element of &, EE’ = C’E = 0. It can be proved in the same way as was done 
with that c’ = E:, + . + e:,, e:,el, = 0 = e:,e:,, i # j, F’R = Cf=, e:.,R. It is clear 
that e,e:,=O =e:,e;. Therefore it follows that 
c ciR=x E,R, c Rci= c RE,, 
I:, t L; L., t L; 
where {E;} a set of orthogonal idempotents of R, where E,R are all 
minimal right ideals of R. 
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Now we choose an element I E & ; then A =AI@A(l-[) and Al has 
finite dimension by Definition 1.8 and there exists a finite number E,, . . . . E, 
of Lb such that cil= ki= si for i= 1, . . . . m and cl= 1,~ = 0 for all 
&El;- {E,, . ..) a,}. By Definition 1.8, Al = AE, + . . . + A&,. Thus for a E A 
there is a’ E A such that al = a’(&, + . . . + E,). Since ql= IE, = .zi, i = 1, . . . . m, 
d=U(E, + ... +E,), and a(/- (a1 + ... +s,))=O for any UE A. Thus 
I=&, + ... +E,. From C!& =Clc L0 1R = C,t Lo RI it follows that 
gO=xCelEL; E~R=C,,+~; RE, and s0 =CleT EiR=Cier RE,, where E,R are 
minimal, and jr1 =dim %=dim A. {Ei}rer is orthogonal, {Eijierc R. 
This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let T be a v-simple normal ring. Then for every ideal 
T, of T with non-limit ordinal number a there exists an a-normal primitive 
ring R with an a-socle $a such that T, = gz n T. 
ProoJ: Since T is a v-simple normal ring, there exists the ideal chain of 
T, (0) $i T, $ ... $ T, LJ ... $ T,=T, and To=Ci,rTEi=Ci,rEiT. 
Denote by A = ET an arbitrary minimal right ideal of T, E2 = E E T, and let 
K= ETE, then A = Cler KM, is a vector space over division K. We reserve 
denoting by 52 the complete ring of linear transformations of A. By 
Proposition 1.2 we may assume that {Ei}i.l-c T, is a corresponding basis 
to a basis {~l;};,~ of A. By Theorem 1.1 there exists a complete u-normal 
primitive ring of continuous linear transformations of A with cc-socle ‘Z&, 
$= 1 lR= 1 RI, 
where L, is the { Ei}ic r- kind complete set of{ E,},,,-kind idempotent 
elements of 52 with ranks <N,. On the other hand, by Definition 1.9 for 
every E E EL and every I’ E 1; there exists either d’ = IIE = & or d’ = IIE = 0. 
This means Eil’ = l’Ei = Ei or Eil’ = l’Ei = 0 for E = E, + . . + E,,, (see the 
proof of Proposition 1.2). Because for each E,! E { Ei},,r there is E’ E L”b such 
that .s’=E:,+ ... +Ej+ ... +E:,, we have E;l’=Ej=I’Ej or E,Y=l’Ej=O 
(see the proof of Proposition 1.2). Since rank of I’= KM- 1 for I’ E LL it is 
clear that J?& c L,, hence J?, c L,. This shows that T, = CIE t, IT= 
C,. r, Tl c %, since 4 is an tx-socle; therefore IR = IQ for 1 E L,. It is easily 
checked that T, = 9?= n T. 
THEOREM 1.2. Every v-simple normal ring T can be imbedded into a com- 
plete normal primitive ring with the same socle of T. Moreover, for every 
ideal T,, of T there exists a p-normal primitive ring R with ,a-socle gfl such 
that T, = 4 n T, and every ideal T, of T with non-limit ordinal number a is 
principal. 
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Proof: By Proposition 1.2 the socle TO of T is a simple normal primitive 
ring. Let A=ET,, A’=T,,E, E2=E~T0, and let K=ET,E. Then 
A = Citr Ka, is a vector space over division ring K, and 
(A, A’) = {w E Q 1 WA’ c A’} is a complete normal primitive ring with the 
same socle T,,. It is clear that Tc L?(A, A’). 
Next we consider the ideal T,, of T. If p is a non-limit ordinal number, 
T, = C!?p n T, as shown by Proposition 1.3. If /.I is a limit ordinal number, 
then by Definition 1.7 
can be defined by induction. Therefore there exists a complete ,u-normal 
primitive ring with p-socle 9$, such that T, = 4 n T. 
Finally, if p is a non-limit ordinal number, then from T,- , $ T, it 
follows that there exists an element I E T,, 14 T,_ , such that (f) c T,, 
(I) ti T, 1, where (1) is a principal ideal of T. By Definition 1.7, (I) = T,. 
This completes the proof of our theorem. 
2. GENERALIZED RIGHT PRIME GOLDIE RINGS 
In this section we deal with the Utimi-Faith theorem [3], which will be 
generalized in the infinite matric ring form. Before dealing with this, it is 
proper to recall this theorem, which can be formulated as follows: 
UTUMI-FAITH THEOREM. A ring R is a prime right Goldie ring with 
Goldie dimension n if and only if R is ring-isomorphic with a matrix ring R’ 
such that a, E R’ c K,,, where K is a division ring and b is a right order of 
K. 
In order to generalize this theorem we first extend the concept of prime 
right Goldie ring as follows. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A ring R is called a generalized right Goldie ring with 
rank N if and only if R has a right quotient ring which is a complete 
normal primitive ring with rank Et. 
Remark. If K is finite, i.e., 8 = n, then the above-mentioned complete 
normal primitive ring is simple Artinian with rank n. By Goldie’s theorem 
R is a right Goldie ring with Goldie dimension n. This is to say that the 
concept of generalized right Goldie ring coincides with the usual one. 
Let R be a ring. R is called a normal primitive ring with rank N if and 
only if there exists a subset of orthogonal idempotents (Ei}i, ,- of R such 
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that the socle 9 of R can be expressed as 9 =Citr@ EiR=CiGr RE,, 
where E,R are all minimal right ideals of R. As we know, if we write 
A = ER and A’ = RE, which are minimal right and left ideals of R, 
respectively, then 
A= 1 Kcri, A’= c &K, K= ERE 
rtr itT 
L?,i,cc,=o (i#j); cc,ji;=E (i,j=l,..., n) (*I 
n,E,=O (i#j); u,E,=zi(i,j= 1, . . . . n). 
Denote as before the complete ring of continuous linear transformations of 
A, topologized by A’-topology, by 
Y(A, A’)= {c~EQIwA’zA’} (2.0) 
with rank N = dim 9. Then we can prove the following theorem, which 
extends the Utimi-Faith theorem stated above. 
THEOREM 2.1. A ring R is a prime generalized right Goldie ring with rank 
K if and only if R is ring-isomorphic with a ring R’ such that 
Nor d, c R’ c Nor K,, where b is a right order qf a division ring K, 
(l-1 = K, and Nor K, denotes the TX f-matrix ring over K of all row’ and 
column finite matrices over K. 
Proof Sufficiency. Let b be a right order of division ring K, 
A =ZicrKai, and {E,llEr be the set satisfying cc;E, = ui, aiEi = 0 for i #j. 
Let A’=Ci.r6iK and c(,ji, = E, the identity of K. Then L?(A, A’) = 
{w E Sz 1 WA’ c A’}, where Sz is the complete ring of linear transformations 
of A. By [4], Y(A, A’) is ring-isomorphic with Nor Kr. Denote 
D = B + ZE, V= xit r Dee,, v’ = Cit rdcci, where Z is the integer ring. 
Write 
S = Horn& V, v’) n Y(A, A’); (2.1) 
then it is easy to check that Hom,( V, V’) c Q and S is ring-isomorphic 
with Nor B,. First we show that S is right order of Y(A, A’). In fact, let 
o E S?(A, A’); then 
ap= 1 ki,cl, (2.2) 
Since o E Y(A, A’), it is clear by [4] that {kq}i,r of (2.2) is almost zero 
for any fixed j. Hence { kii},, r = {a$,- l }iE Tr a,, aj E B. It is clear that 
there is an element rEC2 such that clir = &c(, for all iE f. By [4], 
r E .Y(A, A’), hence r E LY(A, A’) n Hom,( V, V’) = S. On the other hand, 
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there exists an element w’ E Q such that ap’ = 2; ‘ai for all in r. Hence 
m’=r- ‘, r E S. Now we come back to (2.2). Then we have 
a,0 = C 2,a,o’, ajar = C 2,aie v’. 
This shows that or E Hom,( V, v’). Since the matrix (a,,).. ,- is column 
finite as mentioned above, wr E S. This shows that o = r’r- ‘, r’, r E S. 
Now we consider the regular element CE S. We have to show that 
C -‘EY(A,A’). This is clear, since CE.Y(A,A’), cA’=A’, and cP’A’cA’. 
This means that c ’ E Y(A, A’). Also, Nor a, is right order of Nor K,. 
We plan to show that S is prime. Assume that aSh = 0 for a, h E S and 
a, h # 0; then it is easy to see that aS# 0, and we can find some a,, for 
example, x, h #O. Since aE S, it is clear that a,a = C,, .~ Ji,a,, in r. 
Choosing a non-zero element 2,~ {;i,} we can find an element 
rsY(A,A’) such that a,,,r=Ja,,a,r=O for all ,jEr but j#,j,). Hence 
a,ar=C,a,,a,r=a,,,,aa,, and we obtain 0 = a,arh = a,,,aa, h ~0, a con- 
tradiction. 
It is easy to see that R is prime. Because SC R c P(A, A’), hence if 
aRh=O for a, hE R, and a#O, then aR#O, in fact, if aR#O and a=sd ‘, 
s, do S, then sS = 0 for s # 0. This is impossible. On the other hand, from 
aRh = 0 it follows that sSt = 0 for a = .sd I, h = td’~ ‘, .F, t, d, d’ ES. Since S 
is prime and s # 0, hence t = 0, this shows that R is prime. This completes 
the proof. 
Nrcrssity. By assumption, R has a right quotient ring 2 which is a 
complete normal primitive ring with rank K. Write A = EL!, A’ = YE, 
K = E6”E; then we have the relations (*). Since 9 is normal, there exists a 
set iEILr of orthogonal idempotents of 9. Without loss of generality we 
may assume that E= Ei~ {E,jiEr. As before, A==C,trKa,, A’=JF,EI.Z,K, 
a,Fi, = E, xi&, = 0 for i #,j, and we can assume that a, = E, = 6, = E. First 
we show that there exists an element t-c R such that a!rE R for all ig I-, In 
fact, we can find an element o E Q such that aio = a,, a,o = 0 for i # j, 
,jEP, this means WEY(A, A’). Then o=r,dp’, a, =r,d-’ for rIr rz, dER; 
this shows a,r, E R, a,r, = 0. Similarly, there exists an element r’ E R such 
that r’a, E R for all iE 1; since 2 is normal. Thus we have 
Z’={r’~R~r,r’~Rforalli~~}#O 
I” = {r” E R / r”fi, E R for all i E r} # 0. 
(2.3) 
Let 
I=I’I”, d = EIE. (2.4) 
We show that B is right order of K. First we note that If 0, since R is 
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prime. Let k E K, k # 0; then we can find an element r E I’ such that kr # 0, 
since there is an element r’ E I’ such that 0 # Er’ = r* E R, if kl’ = 0, then 
kr* = 0, and c(;r* = 0 for all iE r; this shows that r* = 0. By assumption 
there exists a regular element d, of R such that krd, = r, E R and rd, E I’, 
since I’ is a right ideal. On the other hand, R is prime and right order of 
9; it is easy to check that there is an element r” E I” such that r1 r”E # 0. 
This shows that kErd, r”E = Er, r”E # 0, Erd, FEE b, Er, FEE b. This 
completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. Every prime generalized right Goldie ring with rank K con- 
tains a subring which is ring-isomorphic with a prime generalized right Goldie 
ring. Nor B, with rank K = Irl, where a is an integral domain satisfying the 
right Ore condition. 
As in Definition 2.1 we say that a ring R is a left generalized Goldie ring 
with rank X if and only if R has a left quotient ring which is a complete 
normal primitive ring with rank K. Of course, a ring R is called a 
generalized Goldie ring with rank N if and only if R has both a right and a 
left quotient ring which is complete normal primitive rings. 
According to the proof of the Theorem 2.1, we can formulate the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. A ring R is a prime generalized Goldie ring with rank 24 if 
and only if R is a ring-isomorphic with a ring R’ such that 
Nor b, c R’ c Nor K,, where b is order of division ring K with 1 lJ = K and 
Nor K, denotes the matrix ring of all matrices over K with row and column 
finite. 
ProoJ Necessity. We continue the proof of Theorem 2.1. We start 
with the symbols (2.3) and (2.4). Let 0 # k E K, then in a manner similar to 
the proof of Theorem 2.1 we can find an element r* EZ” such that r*k#O. 
Since R is a left generalized Goldie ring, there exists a regular element d, of 
R such that d, r*k # 0, d, r*k = r: E R, d,r* E I”. Therefore we can find an 
element r’ E T such that Er’d, r*k = Er’r: # 0. Since r’rTEI)Ill=I 
r’d, r* E I’Z” = Z, it is clear that b = EZE is left order of K. Combining this 
with Theorem 2.1 we complete the proof of the necessity part of the 
theorem. 
Sufficiency. We reserve the symbols D = b + ZE and Y(A, A’) = 
(c~EL~Ic~A’cA’}. Write V= Cier O&D, v’ = CiEI.@Eid and S = 
- -, Hom,( V, V ) n T(A, A’). Then it is easy to check as before that s is ring- 
isomorphic with Nor B,-. In a manner similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1 
we can show that s is a left order of LF(A, A’). Combining this with the 
sufficiency part of Theorem 2.1 we have proved that R is a prime 
generalized Goldie ring with rank K. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let R be a right generalized Goldie ring with rank N. 
A set {Zl)itn of uniform right ideals of R is called independent if and only 
if 
Ii i-l c Ij = 0. 
j=A 
/#I 
Denote by YJI the set of sets of independent uniform right ideals of R; 
then we can show that W has a maximal element. In fact, let 
Ui c U2 c ... be a chain of W, and U = lJi Ui. Suppose that U 4 9X; then 
there exists a finite number of uniform right ideals I,, . . . . I, E U such that 
Z , , . . . . I, are not independent. Therefore there exists an element U, E ‘9JI 
such that I,, . . . . I,, E U,. This is a contradiction. 
It is easy to see that every elements U E %R can be imbedded into a 
maximal element of YJI. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let R he a right generalized Goldie ring with rank K. 
Then all maximal sets of independent uniform right ideals of R have the same 
cardinal number = rank of 9 = N. This number is called the right generalized 
Goldie dimension qf R, or, briefly, the right generalized Goldie dimension. 
Proof. Let U, = ( Lj’)}iE,,,, Uz = { Zj2)}jt,,2 be maximal elements of W. 
We plan to show that iA,1 = 1A2l. To do this we denote by Z a uniform 
right ideal of R; then there exists an element E E { Ei} ie r such that xE # 0 
for a given element x E Z, where { Ei}, 8 ,- c .Y(,4, A ‘) = 9 as before. Since R 
is right order of 9, then there is dE R such that xEd = x’ E R, Ede R, 
xEd ~0. Without loss of generality we can assume that xEdR = I. But 
I9 = ZR is a minimal right ideal of 55’. Hence from the set U1 = {Zil’},, ,,,, 
it follows that the set il, = {Z~l)P’}i~n, of independent minimal right ideals 
of .Y. Therefore Clc,,, ZF’)JP = Citn, @I)‘)2 = Cien, @ Lj’K? We prove 
that A, = Z, where 1 Zl = the rank of 9. Suppose A 1 $ Z; then the socle 9 
of 6p can be written as ~==i..,oZl”aoCj..~.,oZjsz, where Z, is a 
right ideal of R, Jo Z- A i. It is easy to check that Z, are uniform for all 
Jo Z- A,. This is in contradiction to the maximality of U,. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let R be a right generalized Goldie ring and {Ii} it ,, be 
a set of independent uniform right ideals of R. Suppose that xit ,, @Ii is an 
essential right ideal of R; then {IijiS ,, is a maximal element of ‘9.Jl. 
Proof. It is easy to see that Cit,, @ Z,Q = CIE,, Z,Q. By assumption 
there is no right ideal Z of 52 such that Cle,, Z,sZ n I= 0. Hence xiS,, Z,R is 
the socle of 9. This shows that { Zi}rE A is maximal in mm. 
Let R be a right generalized Goldie ring with right generalized Goldie 
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dimension N. A set { Gf } it ,, of right annihilators G;’ of R is called a proper 
chain if and only if for ~1, pE /i either G,l Y$ G,I or Gi $ G,i. We denote 
this chain by C( {Gf}iE.). 
DEFINITION 2.3. A proper chain C of right annihilators of R is called a 
refinement if there is a right annihilator CL of R such that CL # C and 
C’ = C u (G’ } is a proper chain. A proper chain of right annihilators of R 
is called a composition chain if it has no refinement. A proper chain C of 
right annihilators of R has length N if the cardinal number of C is equal 
to K. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let R he a right generalized Goldie ring with right 
generalized Goldie dimension N. Then (i) there exists a composition chain of 
right annihilators of R, every composition chain of right annihilators of R has 
the same length K, and every proper chain of right annihilators of R has 
length <K; (ii) there exists a composition chain of left annihilators of R, 
every composition chain of left annihilators of R has the same length N, and 
every proper chain of left annihilators of R has length <N; and (iii) every 
left annihilator ‘S of R for set SC R can be expressed as IS= lx for one 
element x E R. 
Before proving the theorem we first prove the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. Let R be a right order of an normal primitive ring 9, and let 
A be a aminimal right ideal of 9. Then AGfR $ AGtR if and only if 
AC, Y$ AC, for subsets G,, G,c R, where GIR= {rERIGr=O}. 
Proof: We let A=CiErKcr,, {Ejj c9such that aiEi=cci, mjEi=O for 
i# j. Then it is enough to show that A’(AGIR) = AC. Suppose that there 
is an element x, E A such that 
x,(AGIR) = 0, x, 6 AC. 
Since AC is a subspace of A, there exists a “smallest” index subset I of I- 
such that the subspace AC c Cisr Kcl,. If x1 4 CIEr Kcli, then there exists 
an idempotent E’ E {E;} iE r c9’ such that AGE’=O, x,E’#O. Since 
E’ = rd- ‘, r, de R, AGr = 0, xi r # 0. This is in contradiction to xi r = 0. If 
xi exit, Kcri, then x, =Cy=, kiai, and hence there exists an idempotent 
1~ 9 such that cr,l= cli for i= 1, . . . . m; u,l=O for all jEr--{l,..., m}. 
Therefore AC1 c Cy=, Kcli, x,1=x,. Since xi 6 AGl, and AGI is finite 
dimensional, there exists an element o E 9 such that AGZw = 0, x1 o # 0. 
But 10~ 9, hence ol= rd-‘, r, do R. Therefore AGr = 0, x, r # 0, con- 
tradicting x, r = 0. 
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LEMMA 2. Let R be a right order of an normal primitive ring 9’ and 
let F=~ic,-EiY=~i,r9Ei be the socle of 9, A=CierKai, A’= 
xjErGjK with ai”li= E, a,&,=Ofor i# j, K= EQE. Then (i) A’= RA’= RK, 
and (ii) “(GI A’) $ A’(G2A’) if and only if G,A’ 3 G,A’. 
Proof (i) Without loss of generality we may assume that EE 9, 
E=ed-‘, e, dE R. Then we have 
A’=YK= 1 Ei9K= c e,YE.QE= c e,REQEsRKs.YK. ’ 
iel ieT icf 
(ii) It is sufficient to show that (A’GA’)‘A’= GA’. If this were not 
true, then there would be an element a’ E A’ such that a’ $ GA’ and 
a’E (A’GA’)‘A’. In a manner similar to the above proof we have a 
“smallest” index subset ZC r such that the subspace GA’ E Cit I a,K. If 
a’#Cic,ZiK then there is an idempotent E’E {EiJi,rCY such that 
E’GA’ = 0, E’a’ # 0. Hence 0 # EgE’a’, EZ’E’GA’ = 0. This is in contradic- 
tion to EZE’a’ = 0. On the other hand, if a’ E xi,, aiK, then a’ = Cy=, CiK. 
Since 9’ is normal primitive, there is an idempotent 1 E 9 such that la’ = a’, 
IGA’ E CT= 1 B,K. Since a’ q! IGA’, there exists an element w E 9 such that 
wlGA’ = 0, oa’ # 0. But wl E 9, hence Eola’ # 0, E6PwlGA’ = 0, this is in 
contradiction to E9cola = 0. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. (i) Due to Lemma 1 we first show that A = KR. 
To do this we let J$! denote the set of sets of independent one-dimensional 
subspaces Kr or r E R. As was previously shown for independent uniform 
right ideals of R we can show that there exists a maximal element M of 4. 
Let V= xic ,@ Kri be the sum of all elements Kri of M; then we can show 
V= A. Suppose that this were not true; then there would be an element 
a E 9 such that A 3 V@ Ka, since A = KS?‘. But a = rd-‘, r, d E R. Now we 
write V, = VOKa=~i,,@Kri@Ka. Therefore V,d=xis,@Krid@Kr. 
Since V is maximal element in ~4?, V,d # V. Hence there is Kr,d q? V or 
Kr d V. This shows that V $ V@ Krid or V C+ V@ Kr. This contradicts 
the maximal property of V in A. This shows that V= A = KR. We write 
again A = Cie ,-@ Kri for ri E R. Since A = Edi” = KR = EY’R = AR, we plan 
to show that A = xi,,-@ Ar,. In fact, it is clear that A = CiEr Ari. Denote 
bY IEiIter the corresponding basis to the basis {ri}ieT of space A; then 
AE, = Ari = Kri. This shows A = CiEr@ Ar,. From now on we regard r as 
an ordered index set and put V, = Ar,, V, = Ar, @ ArZ, . . . . By induction, 
for a6T we define V1=Vx/I, @ Ar, if a is a non-limit ordinal, and 
v, = U/l<% V,, if a is a limit ordinal. It is to see that V, = AG,, where 
G,= Up<% G, if a is a limit ordinal, G, = G, _ i + Rr, if a is a non-limit. 
Using Lemma 1 we obtain a composition chain { G,I }%, - with length 
K = If I. The other assertions of the theorem follow immediately from 
Lemma 1. 
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(ii) By Lemma2 we have A’=YE=RK=~i.,@riK for riER. 
Similar to (i) we have A’=Ci.rrjA’. Then V, = GLA’, where 
G:, = Up<a G,, if tc is limit ordinal and Gj = G:_ i 0 Rr, if a is non-limit 
ordinal. Finally we obtain a composition chain {A’GL}lcT of A with 
length jr1 = K by Lemma 2. Since A = KR = AR, R, CL = 0 if and only if 
ARIG&= for any subset R, c R. This shows that { RIGL}IET is a com- 
position chain of R with length /TJ = K. Using the same methods we can 
prove the other assertions of (ii). 
3. SOME GENERALIZED THEOREMS 
In this part we extend some well-known results. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let W = xi. r Fpi be a vector space over a division ring F 
and let Q be the complete ring of linear transformations of 9X Denote by 
M={oEQIranko<N,,} asubsetofQsuch that [MI=cardM<N,. Then 
the ring S generated by the subset M can be imbedded into an Ix I-matrix 
ring over the division ring F with II) < K,,. 
Proof: We construct first a subset of Q as follows: 
‘$ wji)Io,!‘)~M,oli)#o~)forj#k (3.2) 
It is clear that JM’ < N,. Then for any element m’ = CJn:, o/!‘)E M’ there 
is an idempotent I,, E Q such that 
f c/+? = I,&, (3.3) 
j= 1 
since Q is regular (in the sense of von Neumann). Then we fix such element 
1,. and denote 
M” = {I,. 1 m’ E M}. (3.4) 
Finally we put 
M*=MuM”. (3.5) 
It is easy to see that rank w* <NV for all elements w* E M*, and 
(M*l < K,. Now we consider the set M* and construct the following 
subspace of 9X, 
v= 1 mw*. (3.6) 
U’EM’ 
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Evidently dim V < K,. Then fm can be expressed as a direct sum of 
subspaces of !JJ, 
rJJ=V@I/‘, (3.7) 
and there exists an idempotent 1 E 52 such that 
vl=v for all v E V 
v’l= 0 for all v’ E v’. 
(3.8) 
Because ‘Jno* c V for all CO* E M*, it follows immediately that for any 
element s of S, the ring generated by M, as stated in the theorem, has the 
property 
sl = s, s E s. (3.9) 
Without difficulty we can show that Isl= Is’1 for s, s’ E S if and only if 
Id= Is’1 reestricted in the subspace V of !JJL This shows that ISI can be 
regarded as a subring of linear transformations of V. The next step we shall 
take is to build a correspondence 
I: s --t 1s for all SE S (3.10) 
and to show that I is a ring-isomorphism of ring S onto ring ISI. To do this 
we first pay attention to the construction of element s E S as below: 
s = f wy) . .mX’, o!” E M. 
J 
(3.11) 
,=I 
Without loss of generality we can assume (3.11) that WY) # CO\~) for j# k; 
then we have 
(3.12) 
As mentioned above, for every idempotent I,,,, EM” there is a decom- 
position of ‘9X corresponding to I,., 
m = V&O vm,, (3.13) 
such that 
vl,, = v 
vm. I,. = 0. 
for all v E V,. 
(3.14) 
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Since V,+C V by (3.6) it follows from (3.13) that 
v= V,,@ v:,n v (3.15) 
m= v,~@(v,~n V)@ t-y;,, (3.16) 
where Vh, = ( Vh, n V) @ Vk,. Then there is an idempotent & E Sz by (3.16) 
such that 
for all v E V 
Since !lJI = V + V’ = V + If;,, it is easy to check that 
lrmz = I 
ImrI=l~~. 
On the other hand, since 
!JJl= V,,@ vms= v,,o(v;rn V)@ VA., 
V 
it follows that 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
lgmc = l& = I,. rmc. (3.19) 
Now we come back to the map I: s + Is. Suppose that 1s = 0; then by 
(3.11), (3.18), and (3.19) it follows that 
i= I 
i= 1 i= 1 
Since w’,‘%2cl,~sZ by (3.13), o(li)..~w~)=l,,o. On the other hand, sl=s; 
this shows that 1 is a ring-isomorphism of ring S onto ring lS1. Since 
v= C %Nco*=~OFu, 
and hence 111 = dim V < K,. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY (Extension to Lotifl’s theorem). Let R be a simple ring 
with minimal one-sided ideals and let {xi} ie, be an arbitrary subset of R with 
)I/ < N,; then the ring S generated by the set {xi}iel can be embedded into 
an I’ x T-matrix ring over a division ring with [I’1 -C N,. 
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Especially, if 111 < NO, then the ring S generated by {xi) ie, = {x,, . . . . x,} 
can be imbedded into an m x m-matrix ring K,,, over a division ring K for a 
suitable integer number m. (This is called Lottif s theorem.) 
Proof Let A = eR be a minimal right ideal of R and e2 = e. Since R is 
simple, K = eRe is a division ring. Hence A can be expressed a vector space 
over K. Denote by Q the complete ring of linear transformations of A. 
Then it is easy to see that R can be regarded as a subring of 52 and that R 
is contained in the socle of Q. Hence every element of { x~},~ I has finite 
rank. Using Theorem 3 we can imbed the set {x,},, , into an I’ x I’-matrix 
ring over K with 11’1 <K,,. 
In the special case II) < N,, we let m = II’) < N,; then the ring generated 
by the set {x,1,,, can be imbedded into the ring K, over a division ring K. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Imbedding Theorem). Let M = {o E 0 1 rank o < KY} be 
a subset of Q with 1 MI < N,; then the ring S generated by the subset M can 
be imbedded into the v-socle of a v-normal primitive ring. 
Proof By Theorem 3.1 there exists an idempotent element 1 E Q with 
rank 1~ N,, such that 1 is a ring-isomorphism of ring S onto ring IS1 = 1s. 
Since 1’ = 1, there exists the corresponding basis {E;} iE r to a basis ( ui}, E ,- 
of space %N such that 1 is ( Ei} iG r- kind idempotent, that is, that there exists 
a subset I of r such that 111 = rank 1 <K, and E,l= IE, = Ei for ie Z, 
E,l= IE, = 0 for Jo f-Z. We continue to let L, reserve the meaning of 
Definition 1.2, and it is clear that 1 EL,. By Definition 1.3 the v-socle 9” of a 
v-normal primitive ring R is 9,, = C,E L, 1R = CIELl RI. Since R is Et,,-fold 
transitive, 1R = IQ for all 1 EL,, (see [6]). This shows that IS1 = IS c 9,,. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let R be u primitive ring with N,,-fold transitivity. Then 
(i) Suppose that there exists an element rE R such that 
rankr=tt.<Et,; then there is a subring SK, of R such that SNz is ring- 
isomorphic with the complete ring of linear transformations of a H,- 
dimensional vector space over a division ring. 
that gi’ F 
or any ordinal number u < v there exists a subring SK, of R such 
N, is ring-homomorphic with the complete ring of linear transfor- 
mations of a Nz-dimensional vector space over a division ring. 
Proof. (i) By assumption there exists an idempotent 1 E 52 such that 
t-Q = IQ. It is clear that rank r = rank 1. We reserve YJI = CiEr@ Fu\ to 
denote the vector space over division ring F, and Q the complete ring of 
linear transformations of m. Then for r E Sz we have %JIr = Ci,,@ Fu,r, 
III = M, < X,,. Since l= rw and R is NV-fold transitive, there exists an 
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element SE R such that uirs= uirm for all ie Z, this shows that 
rs = r-o = I E R, and IR = rR. Thus we have a decomposition of !IJI such that 
!J.Jl=V@V 
vl=v for all v E V; VI= 0. 
It is clear that dim V= rank r = N,. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we can 
regard the ring lR1 as the ring of linear transformations of I’. Since R is K,- 
fold transitive, it is easy to see that IRI is the complete ring of linear trans- 
formations of V. 
(ii) By (i) we can assume that every element r E R is rank r 2 K,. Let 
V=CiG,@Fui be a subspace of !IJI with (II =X, and )IJ= V@ v’. Then 
there exists an idempotent I E Q such that 
vl=v for all v E V; v’l=O. 
Let S = {r E R I Vr G V}; then we can show that 1 is a ring homomorphism 
of S onto the ring lS1, the complete ring of linear transformations of V. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. Let R be a primitive ring and m be an arbitrary positive 
integer number. Then (i) there exists a subring S, of R such that S, is 
isomorphic with an m x m-matrix ring A,,, over a division ring A, if R has 
non-zero socle; (ii) if R has a non-zero socle, then there exists a subring S, 
of R such that S, is homomorphic with A,,,. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let R be a primitive ring with NV-fold transitivity. Then R 
contains a non-zero socle if and onIy if R contains a non-zero element r E R 
such that rank r < K,. 
ProoJ We prove only the “if’ part. Since rank r < K,, there exists an 
idempotent 1 E R such that rQ = 152. As before, we know that rR = IR, I E R. 
Thus there exists a decomposition of W such that !III = V@ v’ and of = v 
for all v E V, V‘f = 0. It is clear that dim V= rank r = rank 1. Let 
V=zj,,OFui, V’=~,GEr,@F~j, and 
mZ=~OFui@ 1 @Fu, 
isr jeTpI 
Let {Ei},,, u {Ej}j,,P, be the corresponding basis to basis 
I”iliclu I”~)j.sT-I of ‘9.X; then there is an riE R such that 
uiri = ui, ujri = 0 for i# j, i, jEZ. 
Hence Ir, = Ei E R, i E I. This shows that { Ei} ie, c R. 
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COROLLARY. Let R be a primitive ring with a non-zero socle. Suppose 
that there is no subset { Ei) of orthogonal idempotents of the socle of R such 
that 1 {E,} 1 3 N,,; then R is at most N,,-fold transitive. 
Proof: It follows immediately from the proof of Theorem 3.4. 
Remark. There is a primitive ring R with a non-zero socle which 
possesses a corresponding basis to a basis of ‘!JJI. But R is only finite-fold 
transitive. For example, any normal primitive ring is finite-fold transitive. 
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